Draft List

HALF PINT

1. ToOL “MY PILS” (lager)

£3.50 -----

Notes of citrus hops without overpowering - abv. 4.3%

2. BURNING SKY “L’ETE” (saison)

£2.35 £4.65

Fresh elderflowers gooseberries - abv. 4.2%

3. 8 WIRED “SMALL STOUT” (stout)

£2.85 £5.70

Luscious roasted coffee and chocolate malt flavours - abv. 4%

4. MAGIC ROCK “HIGH WIRE GRAPEFRUIT” (fruit)

£2.75 £5.50

Delicious sweet grapefruit, lemon and biscuity malts - abv. 5.5%

5. BEAVERTOWN “QUELLE” (saison)

£2.65 £5.25

Peppery/herby with a hint of citrus zest - abv. 4.1%

6. SIREN “CARIBBEAN CHOCOLATE CAKE” (imperial stout)

£3.85 -----

A rich stout, brewed with flavours of orange, chocolate & coconut - abv. 7.4%

7. FOUR POUR “SESSION IPA” (ipa)

£2.45 £4.85

Biscuity, malty, light grape-fruity, hoppy, mild citrusy finish - abv. 4.2%

8. CLOUDWATER “PIONEER” (lager)

£2.55 £5.10

Sweet tastes, malts, straw, crisp. Clean, refreshing lager - abv. 4.8%

9. CHIRON “AMERICAN PALE” (pale ale)

£2.5

£5

Biscuity malt and tart citrus fruit. Crisp, well balanced - abv. 5%

10. THE KERNEL “PALE ALE” (citra)

£2.75 £5.50

Piney, floral, fruity, hoppy - abv. 5%

11. ToOL “REPARATIONSBAJER GF” (fruit)

£3.5

Tropical fruit notes, some weedy, zesty grassy - abv. 5.8%

12. STONE “ARROGANT BASTARD” (belgium ale)

£2.75 £5.50

Sweet, dark fruits, light citrus notes, strong, bitter finish - abv. 7.2%

13. THIRSTY CROSS “ORIGINAL” (cider)

£2.45 £4.85

Light and fruity and crisp - abv. 6.2%

14. THIRSTY CROSS “ELDERFLOWER” (cider)

£2.65 £5.25

Fruity with a hint of spice and a long clean finish - abv.4%

15. WILD BEER “BIBBLE” (cask)

£2

£4

Bitterness is complimented by tropical fruit tastiness - abv.4.2%

16. DARK STAR “HOPHEAD” (cask)

£1.95 £3.85

Bitter citrus aroma - abv. 3.8%

17. REBELLION “AGINCOURT” (cask)

£1.90 £3.80

Amber & hoppy - abv. 4.2%

18. TWO BY TWO “CITRA PALE” (cask)

£2.05 £4.10

Refreshing bitterness, tangy and clean - abv. 5.2%

19. SALOPIAN “SLIPSTREAM” (cask)

£2

£4

Blood orange and sparkling orange blossom - abv. 5.1%

20. BRIGHTON BIER “SOUTH COAST IPA” (cask)
A clean tasting, flavour packed IPA - abv. 5%

ASK AT THE BAR ABOUT OUR SPECIALITY BOTTLED BEER COLLECTION

£2.05 £4.10

